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Abstract: 
 

The following thesis document is a self-leadership assessment coupled with a detailed 
business plan for an athletic apparel venture named Endosport, LLC. The leadership 

assessment is comprised of self-assessment tests, including the CSES and Tolerance for 
Ambiguity Assessment, as well as an analysis of frequently cited skills of effective 
leadership, a 360° evaluation feedback and summary, as well as a plan to improve 

leadership and a statement on personal leadership desires and ambitions. Following the 
leadership self-assessment are a personal statement of team responsibilities and the 

Endosport business plan. Endosport is a proposed athletic apparel venture that sells base 
layer garments that utilize proprietary cold pack inserts that help regulate the body 

temperature of the wearer to improve comfort and performance. Included in the business 
plan are go-to-market strategies, customer validation and industry analysis, legal 

assessments, and financial projections. 



Endosport roles and responsibilities: 
 
 
 

Jeremy Courtney: 
 
Jeremy served as the operations manager for Endosport. In this role, Jeremy was 
responsible for researching and estimating all costs and strategies related to operations, 
particularly supply chain management and distribution channels. Those responsibilities 
included researching potential domestic and international manufacturers, designers, and 
engineers, as well as distribution channel partners and shipping/fulfillment solutions. 
Lastly, Jeremy was responsible for assessing technological needs for Endosport, 
particularly involving web-based needs for Endosport’s online web store. In addition to 
his role as finance manager, Jeremy served as Endosport’s general manager for the first 
third of the academic year (August, 2014 – October, 2014). 
 
John Jackson: 
 
John served as the marketing manager for Endosport. In this role, John was responsible 
for researching and planning all activities related to sales and marketing, as well as 
overseeing all customer validation research and product development. These 
responsibilities covered a vast array of activities, from estimating marketing expenditures 
to meeting with physiology professors and competitive athletes to validate Endosport’s 
athletic apparel solutions. In addition to his role as marketing manager, John served as 
Endosport’s general manager for the last third of the academic year (February, 2015 – 
April, 2015). 
 
Layne Gross: 
 
Layne served as the finance manager for Endosport. In this role, Layne was responsible 
for researching and estimating costs for all aspects of the Endosport business model, as 
well as researching alternate market offerings and respective product price points. Layne 
was also responsible for generating and maintaining all finance projections, including 
creating sales projections and key financial assumptions, as well as generating venture 
valuations and creating capital financing plans. In addition to his role as finance manager, 
Layne served as Endosport’s general manager for the second third of the academic year 
(November, 2014 – January, 2015). 
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“This above all, to thine own self be true, and it must follow as the night the day, thou canst 
not then be false to any man.”  ~William Shakespeare  Hamlet Act 1 Scene 3 

 

For many, the thought of taking an honest, in-depth look in the mirror at one’s inner 

strengths and weaknesses is an uncomfortable idea and a course of action that not many would 

choose to take. This was certainly the case for me when I was tasked with completing several 

leadership self-assessment tests. Even more unsettling was the thought that I would be required 

to ask my entrepreneurial team to evaluate me in the same way. So, it was with great uncertainty 

that I began the journey of self-reflection through various assessments, and through feedback 

from my teammates in order to analyze my attributes as a leader and make a plan of action for 

the future. 

1. Core Self Evaluation 

While taking the Core Self-Evaluation test, I was skeptical of its ability to provide an 

accurate portrayal of my personality.  In the past, I have taken other personality tests, like the 

Myers-Briggs assessment, and those results were a bit confusing, as I scored in several different 

personality-type categories.  However, after taking this Core Self-Evaluation test and reading my 

score, I have changed my mind because, as it turns out, the results actually resemble my 

personality, particular in the workplace. The majority of my answers were scored in the 3 range 

and above, and my final score after doing the calculations was a 4.25. The book describes a 

personality type in this range as being very positive about its work environment, as well as very 

energetic. This personality type is also a very outgoing, likes to socialize, and to meet new 

people. 
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As it turns out, I think this is an accurate representation of me because I am the type of 

person who is very positive and makes the best of things, even when the situation is not ideal. 

One example that comes to mind is when I was working for a new local start-up tax company in 

Tucson as the marketing intern. The experience that I had at the company had its ups and downs, 

as any new start up would. I had to deal with challenges that arose when mistakes were made 

within my marketing team, or if certain aspects of the marketing were not as effective as 

management felt they needed to be, our team would have to adjust our approach or strategy. The 

process was often very laborious and very stressful.  However, despite the ongoing challenges, I 

maintained a positive attitude throughout the entire project.  I consistently encouraged my 

teammates, and in the end, we had adjusted our strategies and turned a profit in our first year as a 

company.  My positive experience with the marketing team reassured me that my personal 

philosophy on how to approach difficult situations was effective.  Meaning, that no matter how 

bad a situation gets you should also keep a positive attitude, do your best to encourage others, 

and always work hard to improve the situation. Additionally, the results from the personality 

assessment is a very accurate reflection of myself.  I am a positive, self-motivated, energetic, and 

social person who is extremely driven. I hope to use these attributes to help me improve in other 

areas of my professional life throughout my business career. 
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2. Tolerance of Ambiguity Scale 

Before taking the Tolerance of Ambiguity Scale test, I believed I was fairly tolerant of 

ambiguous situations. In other words, I felt like I was pretty good about handling situations that I 

was not familiar with, and felt pretty comfortable adapting to unfamiliar scenarios.  After taking 

the test, I was surprised to learn that I was actually not as tolerant of situations that were vague, 

unclear or uncertain. While I felt like I had the personality that remains positive and optimistic in 

most situations, the test revealed to me that in certain situations, I may feel threatened.  In fact, 

according to the test results, I can be very intolerant and uncomfortable with situations that are 

new, complex, disorganized or potentially contradictory.  

 For example, after taking the test my average scores were pretty high. My final calculated 

score was a 49, which demonstrated that I was in fact an intolerant person when it came to 

ambiguous situations. After reflecting on past examples of situations in my life where I had felt 

uncomfortable or uncertain, I began to realize that this test revealed an accurate portrayal of 

myself.  

 One example of this intolerance to ambiguity that came to mind, happened to me when I 

was applying to work at a job in a local country club. Upon my initial observations, the 

department I would be working in appeared to be very organized and well managed. But when I 

began the interview process and spoke to other employees about their experiences, I soon 

realized that this department was not well run at all. In fact, I could tell that the management was 

not organized, and that there was not a great sense of direction or training for the employees who 

worked there. After briefly conducting my due diligence, I found myself becoming increasingly 

uncomfortable with the reality that was unfolding before me.  It didn’t take long for me to realize 
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that I would  not be happy working in an environment that possessed so much chaos, unclear 

goals and unclear expectations, and most importantly possessed a lack of solid leadership. This 

was a very ambiguous situation that I found myself in.  I was not fully confident in what I was 

getting myself into, so as a result I became very uncomfortable with the thought of working 

there, became somewhat disillusioned with the process and removed my name from the 

interview process. 

Overall, after completing the Tolerance for Ambiguity scale, I have learned that I do not 

have a lot of tolerance for situations, whether it is the classroom, the workplace or a social 

situation that I perceive to be confusing, uncertain and vague. As far as the work place climate, 

others may be perfectly fine adjusting or working through hazy situations, whereas, I prefer a 

work place climate that is organized, contains clear expectations and goals, and has strong 

leadership that empowers its employees.   That being said, I do believe these results are helpful 

to me, as they can help me be more aware of my perceptions in situations where I may need to 

adjust my comfort level or be more flexible. At the same time, I do believe that discernment and 

being highly intuitive is a good quality that can help you be aware of situations or risks that may 

not be worth pursuing.  Nevertheless, having a better understanding of myself in this way, can 

give me something that I can work on in the future as I go forward with my career.   
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3. Skills of Effective Leaders 

` After analyzing the frequently cited skills of effective leaders, I rated myself based on 

how I think I rate with each individual skill I have learned a lot about myself and what I need to 

improve upon as a leader.  

 Some of the skills that I scored in the high range were ones that did not surprise me. For 

example, I was confident that some of my strong skills would be decisiveness and time 

management. For the most part, I feel like I can stay well organized with my time and make good 

decisions to better myself and my future. I am they type of person who is always early to 

meetings, and makes careful, well thought out decisions before I act. These are definitely strong 

skills that I possess; but, in order to be an effective leader, I would like to focus on some of the 

skills that were not as strong. While they were not categorized necessarily as weaknesses, they 

were still not my most prominent strengths, and therefore, I will be focusing on strengthening, 

developing and improving in these areas for the future. 

 Some of my weaker scores in the leadership skills assessment included attributes such as 

self-awareness and setting clear goals. I found this to be very interesting, as I had just discovered 

in the Tolerance of Ambiguity assessment that I was uncomfortable in environments where there 

was uncertainty and confusion.  As I studied the results more carefully, it started to make sense.  

The results began to point to two main areas:  Setting realistic goals and understanding how I am 

perceived by others.   Although I am motivated to work hard, I am a big idea person and one who 

sets very high goals for myself and for others.  According to these results, my desire to dream big 

and to be very ambitions can result in taking on too much. A good goal for me would be to work 

on setting clearly defined and reasonable goals that are attainable. On the other hand, I also 

struggle at times to see how my ambitious desires and goals can comes across to others as 
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intense or myopic.  I realize that this lack of self-awareness could negatively affect me as a 

leader. In order to improve these areas I will seek to learn from good mentors who are highly 

skilled in balancing lofty goals with realistic expectations and also pay attention to how they 

collaborate and lead others in a way that is approachable but effective. 

Most of the other cited skills were areas in which I rated good to outstanding. I will continue 

to look to work on developing these areas as I understand that they all are of such important 

qualities. I appreciate the feedback that this assessment gave me and I will take it seriously, as it 

is my desire to become an effective leader who is respected and successful in all areas.   
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4. My Leadership Strengths and Weaknesses 

I talked with my entrepreneurship team about their impressions of my leadership skills as 

well as my strengths and weaknesses. I also spoke with several family members and close 

friends. I talked with those people who know me best in hopes to gain a better understanding of 

where I am currently at in my overall leadership skills and what I really need to spend some time 

developing and working on for the future. When I begin my career, in whatever capacity that 

may be, I understand that in order for me to be successful I will need to have strong and diverse 

leadership skills. I also understand however, that I am not perfect and I am still very young and 

have a long way to go in order to reach my full potential as a leader. My hope is that over time I 

can slowly improve and correct some flaws in my leadership to not only make me a better person 

in the work culture but to also make me a better person in my everyday life with friends and 

family.  

First, I spoke with my teammate John Jackson; who also happens to be my roommate. 

We have spent a lot of time together over the years, and we know each other really well. We 

consider each other best friends, and therefore, I knew that I would get honest feedback from him 

on my leadership skills. He told me that he saw me as a strong leader in situations where we are 

in small groups because that is usually where I am the most comfortable. He saw me as a person 

who is very vocal about my opinion, and is not afraid to speak my mind when the time was right. 

He also said that I was very good about reasoning with people with they were not logical, and 

could be relied on to help them back on the right path.  

However, while I was good at speaking in small groups and very open in certain 

situations, John felt that I seem to have a tendency to be closed off in bigger groups and 
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situations where I did not know as many people. He said sometimes in large groups I can be shy, 

and even when I have a correct opinion or unique perspective that is valuable, I can, in his 

opinion, be too shy to be vocal about expressing that opinion, because I do not know everyone in 

the group or because the group is too large. All the strengths he pointed out did not come as a 

surprise to me. I felt like I knew these things about myself, but I appreciated hearing it from 

John.  In fact, after getting his feedback, I felt like I could still improve on some the positive 

areas.  However, the weaknesses were something that surprised me. I think I knew deep down 

that I was shyer in larger groups, but I did not really think about how it reflected on me as a 

leader until he pointed that out to me. 

The next person I spoke to was my teammate, Layne Gross.  Layne is also a good friend 

of mine. We have spent a lot of time together in the past 2 years, and he works in athletics like 

myself so we have a lot in common. Layne is a very upfront and honest person, so I knew that 

when talking with him, I would get a fair and honest perspective on where I was at with my 

leadership skills, particularly the areas that I would need to work on improving. What Layne first 

told me was that he loved my enthusiasm for big challenges. I was the type of guy who embraced 

big challenges, and had no problem taking charge and leading the way, even if I was not familiar 

with the concept that we were being tasked with. I also loved working in small groups where I 

could develop a close relationship with the group, and develop trust and understanding among 

team members.  

As far as my weaknesses, Layne said that sometimes on a project that I was not 

passionate about, I won’t step up and take the same type of leadership role that I would for the 

big challenging projects. So, he pointed out that there was actually an inconsistency in my 

leadership skills. Sometimes I would want to lead if the situation felt right to me; other times, I 
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would not care as much and as a result, I would not put in the same passion or devotion for the 

project. While he said this was a weakness, he acknowledged that this was also something that 

just happens in life. Sometimes you’re not going to be passionate about doing a specific project, 

but nonetheless, you should still attempt to give the same energy and passion that you would for 

the projects you are excited about. This feedback really resonated with me, because I had never 

thought about this before. No one had told me that I did not always have the consistent passion 

or desire to do my best in something, especially a leadership role, unless I was completely sold 

out on the concept. I knew that I could take this advice from my closest friends and classmates, 

and learn from it going forward to honestly try and give my best effort in every situation 

regardless of the circumstances. 

In addition to my friends and classmates, my sister is someone who I consider to be one 

of the most honest people in my life. And when I say honest, I mean brutally honest. She is 

someone who is going to tell me straight up when I am out of line, when I am doing something 

wrong, or when I have actually done a good job. Although she can be very critical, I know she 

loves me and that she wants the best for me. I knew she would be the perfect person to talk to 

about how I could improve in my leadership skills and to give me honest feedback on how she 

sees as my strengths. So, after a long discussion with her, I got reflected on her detailed 

feedback. She described me as a person who loved to do things that were big and unique 

challenges. In addition to this, she said that when I got my mind set on a goal, I would not give 

up until I had successfully completed that task. I would almost obsess and have such a high level 

of focus in order to finish that task in the best way I could. She described this focus as an 

essential skill that a good leader needs. In her opinion, if I continued to be a focused and driven 
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person, then I am well on my way to being a successful leader that would have a great career, no 

matter what the career path was.  

As far as my weaknesses, my sister said that I needed to improve in how I communicated 

a message to people. To some people, my message was clear and concise and well thought out. 

To others, my message was too intense or too confusing. She described me as having a 

personality that was passionate, but this could sometimes could come across negatively to people 

who did not know me. This could work against me in the business field, especially if I want to be 

able to sell people on a concept. She said that it all starts with my body language and facial 

expressions.  I know that this is something that I need to really work on in the future. My sister 

had told me this many times, so I had a feeling this would be the one point that she would 

emphasize as far as my main weakness. Overall, this on area of weakness did concern me, 

because although I know I am just being passionate about something, I could definitely see 

people taking my passion as unnecessary intensity, or as a distraction to the actual message or 

expression and communication of the concept I was trying to convey. 

Overall, after talking to these important individuals in my life, I realized that I do have 

some strong leadership qualities. However, there are many things I need to work on to become a 

well-rounded leader.  As I pursue my career, I will continue to reflect on my weaknesses and 

look for ways to improve, as I desire to improve in these areas. 
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5. Improving my Leadership Skills over the next 24 Months 

Over the next 24 months there is a lot I can do to improve my leadership skills. After 

reflecting over my strengths and weaknesses with my teammates and family members, I now 

have a better understanding as to what I need to work on and what I currently do very well. 

While there are strengths that I have in leadership, I do have many weaknesses, and most of 

these weaknesses are correctable and improvable over time. I know that in order to improve 

these leadership skills I will have to have a very sound plan that will expose these weaknesses 

and put me in situations where I am forced to conquer all my fears that may be causing these 

weakness and holding me back from my full potential.  

I know that one thing I can do right off the bat is to take a job with a rigorous training 

program; a training program that will challenge me to be the best I can be in all areas of 

leadership. Many corporate jobs have these types of training programs where I will be with other 

leaders learning the tools necessary to help me develop and do the best I can with my career. A 

training program like this could be one of the keys to pushing me out of my comfort zone and 

into a situation where I become a stronger individual. 

Another part of my plan to improve my leadership over the next 24 months would be to 

surround myself with people who are fantastic leaders and who have experience in many 

leadership roles. By being around these people for much of my time, I understand that I will be 

able to become a stronger leader just from the presence I am hanging around. In order to be able 

to do this, I will have to utilize connections in my family who have great leadership experience. I 

will also consider doing externships for the experience it could bring. Although these externships 
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may only last one day, they could build valuable relationships and could be useful for me in the 

future; especially if I end up working at one of the companies one day.  

There is also the option for me to attend many different leadership seminars. I am 

fortunate enough to grow up in a great community in my church that has many different 

leadership seminars every year that features guest speakers who have been successful leaders and 

have made mistakes that they want to share for learning purposes. Being able to attend seminars 

like this and to learn from peoples mistakes is one of the best ways for me to grow as a person 

and to improve myself so that I will not make the same mistakes that they have made.  

Additionally, I also understand that one of the best things I can do in order to continually 

improve myself is to continue to get feedback from my peers. Fortunately, I take criticism very 

well and I am a coachable person; so getting honest feedback from people will only help me in 

the long run. Although it may not always be fun to hear what your weaknesses are, getting many 

different perspectives can only help me better understand what I need to work on. 

On the other hand, there are some barriers that may prevent me from becoming a more 

successful leader and from improving upon my weaknesses. The first and most prevalent barrier 

is myself. I could get in my own way of improving my leadership skills by having the mindset 

that I “know everything” already, or that I have it all figured out and don’t need to improve what 

I am currently doing. In order to combat this barrier, I will always need to remember to stay 

humble and to keep myself accountable, because I do not know everything, and I do not have 

everything figured out. If I think that way, it could be dangerous for me in the long run, and 

people will certainly not respect me as a leader if that’s how I come across. 
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Other barriers that could inhibit me from being a successful leader, would include things 

like not having enough opportunities to be as challenged as I should be in order to improve 

myself. This is the kind of barrier that I could also inflict upon myself if I chose to. I could easily 

go through things in life and avoid big challenges, but this is not something that is going to make 

me better. I understand that in life sometimes you have to embrace the challenge as well as some 

risk in order to improve. So, in order for me to combat this potential obstacles, I will have to 

remember to always consider taking advantage of any great opportunities that come up in my life 

and to not just brush them off because I am too busy at the moment, or afraid to go outside of my 

comfort zone.   

Overall, the three specific items that I can consider as ways to improve my leadership 

over the next 24 months are: go through a training program that challenges me, be around great 

leaders as much as possible, attend seminars and classes to improve my knowledge and learn 

from mistakes. 
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6. Self-Reflective Essay 

As I reflect on the past four years at The University of Arizona, I have had invaluable life 

experiences in which I was in followership roles, as well as in leadership roles.  Each experience 

has helped me grow and develop into an adult who has a broader perspective as a student, a 

citizen and as a future leader who can contribute to society in a positive way.  Whether I was 

assisting the University of Arizona strength and conditioning coach in a followership role to help 

the men’s basketball team, or taking a leadership role in launching a small business, I feel like I 

am prepared to handle whatever career opportunities come my way.   

To begin with, as a broke college freshman, I knew I needed to take the initiative to start 

earning some money. At the time my dad was strongly encouraging me to find a job, but after 

considering the usual possibilities at Starbucks or a fast food restaurant, I couldn’t help but  

begin to envision ways that I could work for myself. After seeing an ad on TV for the company 

eBay highlighting its impressive sales volume, I realized that I could potentially earn significant 

profits as an eBay vendor, if I could just learn how the business worked. I recognized that I had 

had quite a bit of junk lying around my room that I never used that was potentially worth a 

significant amount of money. So I decided to seek advice from experts who conducted eBay 

businesses for a living, and I pursued mentorship to learn the trade. While undertaking this new 

venture, I was required to learn the levels of shipping for the entire postal system, as well as 

complicated sales tax tiers which vary according to geographical location. I also gained a 

working knowledge of the market for specific items and goods. In addition, I had to build a 

strong reputation as a legitimate, trusted seller. Through this, I gained an awareness of how to 

strategically handle complaints and misunderstandings, as well as a broader grasp of how to 

learn from my own mistakes. 
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After a few months into my startup, I had achieved awards based on 100% customer 

satisfaction and on volume of sales, attaining a coveted top-rated eBay seller status. For the first 

time, through this real world business experience, I discovered that I am a natural entrepreneur, 

someone who is passionate, driven and innovative – but perhaps most importantly, someone who 

can lead. 

During my junior year of my college career, I had the opportunity to put this success in 

my individual ventures to the test in a highly-competitive team format; as a result, my team had 

the honor of winning the Eller business communications case competition. My team was 

assigned a project to solve a real problem for PetSmart, as the company sought to create a new 

store format to reach a different target market. By examining successful companies’ strategies in 

employing inventive techniques to market to new audiences, our team devised a winning 

business plan and it paid off in the long run, as PetSmart loved our idea, and we ended up 

winning the competition. 

Overall, I learned many valuable lessons through my time with my teammates in the 

McGuire Entrepreneurship program, both about myself as a leader and about what it means to in 

a followership role. For example, I learned that it is important to identify and incorporate the 

diverse skills of my teammates as well as find ways to work through internal conflicts and 

disagreements. We meshed and learned as a team in order to deal with these problems and 

ultimately came together to find our direction and reach our conclusions.  Throughout this 

process I learned that I was a natural leader and driver on my team, that I had the ability to listen 

and build consensus, and that I have the mindset that things can always be done better or 

improved.  
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When I was accepted into the McGuire program, I envisioned assembling a similar team 

with a proven track record of hard work and accomplishment. As a passionate participant, I 

looked forward to doing my part to continue the McGuire legacy of success and achievement. 

The McGuire program provided me with the skills and opportunities to help me one day run my 

own business after college. Ultimately my long-term aspiration is to run my own business after 

creating a product or service that can change society for the better. I am convinced that this 

program has helped me come closer to that goal and ultimately made me a better leader. 

Although I have learned a lot in my college career, the more experience I have gained in 

business, the more I realize I have to learn. As I draw closer to graduating, I am fortunate to have 

met such great mentors along the way that I can come back to for advice at any time. While the 

majority of my employment background has consisted of self-created business opportunities, one 

of my most valuable experiences that I still reflect on was being able to work under the brilliant 

Dr. Marvin Slepian, the cofounder of SynCardia, Professor of Medicine and McGuire Scholar. 

This internship deeply impacted me through teaching me how to deal with criticism and how to 

solve unique problems, such as bringing together people from the widely differing backgrounds 

of science and business. This experience was not only a close up look at a thriving 

entrepreneurial business, but a chance to participate in something that transcended profit-making: 

applying innovation to the saving of lives. 

In addition to mentoring from Dr. Slepian, I would add that my favorite class guest 

speaker of the year was Mark Hayden. I was fortunate enough to have the privilege of having 

dinner with him after he spoke. I was fascinated with his stories that described how he had 

experienced so many great ups and downs with companies like Blockbuster and Boston Chicken. 

I will never forget how he discussed never giving up and how, in order to be successful, you 
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have to take risk. He said that the more risk you take the higher yield you may have, but also the 

greater amount you may lose. He was a classy guy, and I hope to continue to communicate with 

him in the future. 

Overall, I have learned from my college career that I am not just a yes man. I am not a 

“sheep,” nor a follower. I consider myself a leader, but one who is teachable and has the innate 

ability to learn from his mistakes. With excellent organizational and communication skills, an 

outstanding work ethic, and the proven ability to work well in both self-directed and team-

oriented environments, I am confident that I am positioned to exceed the expectations of any 

employer. The McGuire program has given me the opportunity to learn about effective business 

management styles and successful entrepreneurship endeavors while gaining insights into the 

business culture through domestic and international experiences. With my many experiences, I 

hope to go out in the world and make a difference as a leader. 

As I reflect on my experience with the McGuire Entrepreneurship program and the many 

experiences during my time in college, I am humbled by this fact: all along the way, successful 

businessmen and women have taken the time to encourage, advise, and mentor me. I am inspired 

and blessed to have been able to go through such valuable experiences and meet such 

knowledgeable and inspirational people in my college career. 
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Executive Summary 
Endosport, LLC’s mission is to help athletes maximize their abilities by improving their physical and 
mental condition. Endosport merges the benefits of sports science with fashion to provide advanced 
athletic apparel that help keep wearers cool, comfortable, and competing harder and longer.  
 
Founded by three University of Arizona business students with backgrounds in amateur and 
professional sports, kinesiology, and sports psychology, Endosport offers fashionable base layer 
apparel that utilize proprietary cold pack inserts. These high-quality, moisture-wicking garments 
combine with the strategically placed cold pack inserts to help athletes maintain peak mental and 
physical form. 
 
THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE PRODUCTS 
The 58 degrees Fahrenheit melting point of our cold packs reduces vascular constriction (shrinking 
of the veins and capillaries), allowing an optimal amount of heat removal through the skin. The 
durable polymer surrounding the packs can withstand virtually any impact sustained on the playing 
field, track, or court. The Endosport Performance Enhancement System is comprised of three base 
layer garments: athletic shorts, undershirt, and compression sleeve. 
 
THE CUSTOMERS 
Our beachhead target market consists of the 7.8 million competitive high school athletes in the 
United States. They are highly influenced directly by professional athletes and their peers, tend to be 
early adopters, and are have $2.35billion in projected spending power over the next five years. We 
plan to establish our brand by providing and endorsing their influencers with Endosport apparel to 
secure both testimonials and trendsetting influence. 
 
THE OPERATIONS 
Endosport’s internal operations are restricted to our core competencies: branding, ideation, and 
marketing. We also oversee order fulfillment and sales. All other aspects of the company – design, 
manufacturing, and shipping – will be outsourced. All orders will be assembled and distributed from 
inventory at Endosport’s headquarters. 
	  
THE COMPETITVE ADVANTAGE 
Our emphasis on performance enhancement over fashionability differentiates our offerings from our 
competitors’. Improving athletic performance is our value drive. Our proprietary cold pack inserts and 
clothing designs, combined with creative marketing and brand loyalty, are our “secret sauce.” 
 
THE FINANCIALS 
Over a five-year projection, we anticipate the following financials: $20.8 million in Revenue, $2.1 
million in COGS, $4.5 million in OpEX, $14.2million in EBITDA, and $6.5 million in Net Profit.  
 
To achieve these projections, we are seeking $150,000 in private investment in exchange for 20% 
equity of Endosport, LLC. This investment will allow us to purchase fashion and engineering designs 
and initial inventory, as well as fund our marketing strategy. 
 
THE STARTING LINEUP 
The founders of Endsport, LLC all have considerable experience in the athletics industry. Jeremy 
Courtney is the assistant strength coach for University of Arizona Men’s Basketball. Layne Gross is 
the Director of Baseball Operations for University of Arizona Baseball. John Jackson has worked for 
the American Junior Golf Association. They bring with them an advisory board that includes 
professional athletes, kinesiology experts, physicians, and seasoned business executives.  
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Problem 
On and off the playing field, people look to their clothing to provide the comfort and confidence they 
need to stand out from the crowd, to excel, to be the best. This is especially true of our initial target 
market: young consumers that face the social gauntlet of high school. These consumers are warriors, 
competing athletically and socially, seeking improvement, and confidence; they desire a way to be 
better than the rest. They demand apparel that feels comfortable and looks fashionable, giving them 
confidence in all their daily battles. 
 
Endosport apparel combines fashion and endothermic technology in the form of our removable cold 
packs, allowing these young competitors and millions of other athletes and fitness enthusiasts to 
look better, feel better, and compete at a higher level than their competition.  
 

 
Click here to watch “Endosport: The Problem” 

 

Value Proposition 
Endosport merges the benefits of sports science with fashion to provide advanced athletic apparel 
that help keep wearers cool, comfortable, and competing harder and longer. 
 

Benefits Hypothesis Pricing Hypothesis Differentiation 
Sustainable 
Competitive 
Advantage 

Unlike our competition, we 
offer products that have 
temperature-controlling 

devices that will benefit the 
consumer by keeping them 
cool during exercise or daily 

activity, aiding in the 
retention of body water to 

boost athletic performance. 

Our products are priced 
at a comparable price to 
similar market offerings. 

These are premium 
apparel products sold at 

“brand name” prices. 

Our apparel includes cold 
pack inserts that last over 
three hours (unlike other 
cold packs) and can be 
removed, allowing for 

comfort and performance 
enhancement both on and 

off the playing field. 

Our founding 
members all work in 
organized athletics 
and have built deep 

connections and 
understanding of both 
the professional and 

amateur sports 
industries.  
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Core Competencies 
Our core competencies are ideation, marketing, and networking. As a creative team, we feel product 
and promotion development are key activities to our success, and are best handled internally. The 
same goes for crafting market strategy and building brand loyalty. Additionally, in the tight-knit 
athletics community, it is advantageous to have access to industry insiders upon which to build a 
network. Our founding members and many of our advisory board members are members of the 
collegiate and professional athletics community. We excel at building strong relationships and 
networks, and thus intend to keep such networking as a core competency. 
 

Sales & Marketing 
Endosport’s initial target market is the 7.8 million high school student-athletes who live in the United 
States. We will emphasize initially targeting outdoor sport student-athletes in states with above-
average temperatures, like Arizona, New Mexico, California, Florida, and Texas. 
 
Though our marketing is targeted at the student-athlete, the parent sometimes serves as the 
purchaser in this buying decision. Therefore our marketing is reliant on creating the influence and 
appeal to the student-athlete, as well as establishing logical product benefits for the parent. Our 
marketing strategy will involve several strategies in an attempt to influence high school students and 
other potential customers more susceptible to key marketing influences. 
 
Our marketing tactics to high school students will be through four main channels: 
● Endorsements 
● Event/Amateur Athletics Sponsorships 
● Internet Advertising 
● Social Media Advertising 

 
Measuring the effectiveness of these marketing tactics will be key to the success of Endosport. 
Based on secondary research and other companies in the sports industry, we should expect to see 
the following ROI for each of our channels. 
 
Endorsements – 500% ROI 
Sponsorships – 300% ROI 
Internet Advertising and Social Media – 125% ROI 
 
Endorsements 
 
As with many major athletic clothing brands, strategic endorsements will be key to reaching our 
target market. 
 
Initially, we also plan to use our knowledge and connections of the sports industry in order to 
promote our product. We will not be directly paying any athletes. Instead, we will give our product out 
to key players. We will heavily target athletes that we are well connected to, including San Diego 
Padres players and former University of Arizona athletes. We also plan to target athletes during the 
Rio 2016 Summer Olympics. Many of these athletes become huge icons for a short period of time, 
while making a fraction of the money that the top professional player in the NFL, NBA, or MLB 
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generally makes. This lack of big contracts makes Olympic athletes more receptive and likely to use 
gifts we will be offering. 
 
As Endosport grows, it will be important for us to target key athletes that will grow into superstars. 
We will constantly be searching to make athletes who fly under the radar into becoming the “next big 
thing”. Instead of targeting the “Lebron James” players of the world, who are bombarded with multi-
million dollar deals from the start, we intend to target the “Jeremy Lin” players who unexpectedly and 
quickly rise into the limelight. 
 
Event/Amateur Athlet ics Sponsorships 
 
We will also be sponsoring different events that specifically target the top athletes in the high school 
community. During our early years, we will target smaller events like American Junior Golf Assocaiton 
tournaments and AAU club team tournaments. As the company grows, we will work with the 
McDonalds All American Game, the Under Armour High School Football Game, and other events that 
involve the nation’s best high school athletes.  
 
Many of these athletes are looked up to by their peers and younger high school athletes in the years 
below them. By targeting these key athletes that other high school athletes attempt to emulate, we 
will drive consumption and establish Endosport as an elite athletic clothing brand that is worn by the 
nation’s best high school athletes. 
 
Internet Advert is ing 
 
Through Internet advertising, we can best target the high school aged students that search for and 
purchase athletic apparel and equipment. We plan to run pay per click advertisements on key sports 
related websites such as MaxPreps and Bleacher report. These ads will not only target high school 
students, but also parents of players that serve as influencers to the high school student. 
 
Social  Media Advert is ing 
 
Social media will be an extremely important part of our marketing. Because we are targeting high 
school students our creative use of social media will be key for creating a consistent and exciting 
brand. We plan to use “typical” social media, such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to reach our 
customers. However, we plan to have a stronger presence on creative and up and coming social 
media networks like using Snapchat, Instagram, Vine, Tinder, Periscope, and other popular social 
media to creative a fresh and innovative brand image among high school students. 

 
Go-To-Market Strategy 
In order to reach our first 20 customers and beyond in our first year, our go-to-market strategy will 
first involve personal sales with high school and club team coaches focused in the Phoenix and 
Tucson area. Arizona is home to 385 High Schools. Out of these schools, approximately 270 have 
active high school sports teams. Using our connections to the Arizona Interscholastic Association and 
the Tucson area we expect to present to 200 of these high schools, starting with football, cross 
country, and volleyball, which are all sports that begin in the open sports high school season in 
Arizona. These sales presentations will involve giving tutorials of our products and allowing the 
players to use the product for a short time (either a shirt or arm sleeve). After allowing the players to 
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use our product for a short time (15 to 30 minutes) we will speak with them about our product and 
ask them for their, or their parents contact information. While the number of athletes largely varies 
for the sport, we estimate that we will be presenting to about 50 athletes per session, with two of our 
full time staff completing the presentations. For initial sales presentations, we estimate a 2% sales 
conversion rate with the athletes and an average purchase of $80, leading to revenue of $160 per 
day in our first year. 
 
In order for our customer to easily purchase our products, we plan to have three separate sales 
channels. 
 

• Direct Online Sales through Endosport’s online web store (powered by Amazon Web store) 
and through Amazon.com 

o Expected to make up 70% of sales 
• Local and regional third party specialty sports stores (excluding sports big box stores) 

o Expected to make up 20% of sales 
• Third party online sales 

o Expected to make up 10% of sales 
 
Our direct online sales and sales through Amazon will be mostly driven through our marketing tactics 
of internet and social media advertising and well as sponsorships and endorsements. Our sales 
through local and regional third party will be mostly driven through corporate salesmen. As Endosport 
expands, we expect to see sales and market share increase through our marketing strategies. We 
expect to see growth similar to companies like performance apparel experts Under Armour, 
Australian compression clothing company 2XU, and injury prevention company KT Tape. 
 

   
Click here to watch “Endosport: Greatness” 
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Management Team 
Endosport, LLC was founded by three strong-willed individuals with diverse business, sports, and 
general fitness backgrounds and connections. These diverse backgrounds and connections with 
athletics and business give the team a strong advantage in successfully penetrating the sports 
market and growing a recognizable brand. The team’s knowledgeable group of advisors and mentors 
will help provide valuable resources and guidelines as the development and marketing strategy of 
the Endosport product is produced.  
 
John Jackson ,  Marketing Manager 
 
John is a double major in Marketing and Entrepreneurship at the 
University of Arizona. He is very passionate about the sports 
industry and sports marketing in particular. He has professional 
experience working in operations for the American Junior Golf 
Association. John has also gained experience through marketing 
and advertising for local Tucson businesses. John’s passion for 
advertising will help to generate the brand loyalty necessary to 
create a successful apparel company. 
 

 
Layne Gross, Finance Manager 
 
Layne is currently working as the Director of Operations for the 
University of Arizona Baseball team while pursuing a double major in 
Management and Entrepreneurship. He is well connected to the MLB 
and NCAA baseball community and is set to begin a baseball 
operations internship in the San Diego Padres’ front office upon 
graduation. He will provide essential connections to help Endosport 
enter the athletic market. 
 

 
Jeremy Courtney, Operations Manager  
 
Jeremy is a double major in Management and Entrepreneurship. 
Not only does he have a passion for basketball and health science, 
he also currently serves as the assistant strength coach for the 
University of Arizona men’s basketball team. He also currently owns 
and operates his own eBay business, in which he has gained many 
awards from eBay. His will for success and strong connections will 
help drive Endosport to success in the athletic community. 
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Endosport Advisors:  
 
Jordan Singer,  Web Design Expert and Developer 
 
Jordan Singer is an accomplished web developer, having worked for numerous startup firms, 
including multiple projects of his own. Jordan will serve as Endosport’s part-time manager of web 
development and management information systems. 
 
Chris Rounds, Associate Director of Performance Enhancement – UofA Athletics 
 
Chris Rounds is the head strength and conditioning coach for University of Arizona Men’s Basketball 
and Women’s Volleyball. He holds a Masters degree in Exercise Science and has extensive 
experience with amateur athletics and sports-industry startups, alike. The team has worked with 
Chris in the past. 
 
Cody Decker,  Marketing Advisor/Professional Baseball  Player  
 
Cody Decker is one of the most knowledgeable social media markets in the professional sports 
community. Despite never appearing in a Major League game, Cody has built an online brand that 
has garnered over 18,000 Twitter followers and nearly 2 million YouTube views. His expertise as a 
social media marketer is matched by his knowledge and connections of the professional sports 
environment, particularly given his Los Angeles area roots, opening many avenues in marketing for 
Endosport.  
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Product Offerings 
Endosport products combine elite comfort and temperature regulation with high quality materials 
and fashionable design. Our base layer apparel helps athletes maximize their abilities by improving 
their physical and mental condition. The cold pack inserts remove heat through the brachial, femoral, 
and radial arteries, helping to reduce body temperature in the same manner utilized by emergency 
medical technicians. Endosport apparel features can be worn on the field, in the gym, or anywhere 
loungewear is worn. The Endosport Performance Enhancement System is comprised of three base 
layer articles: athletic shorts, undershirt, and compression sleeve. 
 
Athlet ic Shorts:  
 
Endosport athletic shorts are made of high-quality, four-way stretch, compression materials. These 
advanced apparel shorts not only help fight muscular fatigue by increasing blood flow through lower 
extremities, but also allow for the insertion of our proprietary cold packs over the femoral artery on 
each thigh. These base layer compression shorts have flat-seam stitching to prevent skin irritation 
and are lightweight and breathable. 

 
Endosport shorts with ice pack inserts 
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Arm Sleeve: 
 
Endosport compression sleeves feature high-quality, four-way stretch compression fabric that 
provides increased circulation through the entire arm. Our sleeves feature pockets that fit snuggly 
against the skin to firmly hold the cooling packs in place. The cold pack inserts rest just above the 
brachial and radial arteries to maximize body temperature regulation. 
 

 
Endosport sleeve 

 
Undershirt :  
 
Endosport undershirts are an essential part of the Endosport System. The moisture wicking, 
compression undershirt covers the body’s core – the most essential area to target in regulating body 
temperature. Our cold packs are inserted into ergonomically designed pockets along the spine. 
These lightweight cold packs are perfectly held in place to make sure performance and flexibility are 
not impacted.  
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Endosport sleeveless shirt with ice pack inserts 

 
 
Endosport Cold Packs: 
 
Endosport Cold Packs are the engine that drives the entire Endosport Performance Enhancement 
System. They fit snuggly into the pockets of the Endosport apparel line, held perfectly in place to 
prevent interfering with flexibility. The chemical composition of our cold pack give them a melting 
point of 58 degrees Fahrenheit, which reduces vascular constriction (shrinking of the veins and 
capillaries), allowing an optimal amount of heat removal through the skin. The durable polymer 
surrounding the packs can withstand virtually any impact sustained on the playing field, track, or 
court. Our cold packs come included with each article of clothing and have a recommended 
performance life of three months. We offer sets of two cold packs for repeat sales as well as for 
individuals that desire the ability to use the Endosport system for long periods at a time.   

 
Competitive Advantage  
Endosport has four key competitive advantages. These include our connections to athletics, our 
performance enhancing technology, the understanding of the market and ideation. 
 
Connections to Athlet ics:  
 
Each team member, as well as a number of our advisory board members, has extensive connections 
to the athletics community. These connections cover multiple competitive sports, including 
basketball, baseball, golf, football, soccer, and track and field. With our deep, extensive connections 
to the sports industry, we have the ability to market directly to these sports, as well as networking to 
create sponsorship and endorsement opportunities. 
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Performance Enhancing Technology: 
 
We plan to patent the Endosport Performance Enhancement System. This system is unique to 
anything currently on the market. Our design patents will cover the garment designs that include 
ergonomic pockets for our cooling system that target the brachial, femoral, and radial arteries. We 
also plan to patent our cold pack inserts that will last longer and work more comfortably with the 
body than any other offering on the market. This will give us a competitive advantage over the rest of 
the athletic apparel industry. 

 
#KickSomeIce with the Endosport Performance Enhancement System. 

 
Understanding of the market:  
 
With our team’s involvement in the sports industry at many different levels, Endosport has a deep 
understanding of the sports market to which it will be selling. Our clearly defined beachhead market, 
high school competitive athletes playing outdoor sports in warm states, is one to which we are well 
connected and extensively understand. 
 
Ideation: 
 
Endosport is a company that is not just about one particular product. We are innovators with the 
mission of helping athletes and fitness enthusiasts maximize their abilities by improving their 
physical and mental condition. Our current form is through base layer apparel; however, we see 
many different directions upon which the company can expand and differentiate to achieve our 
mission. The majority of these potential growth paths relate to removing heat from the body and 
maximizing nutrition, which we are emerging industries of performance enhancement.  
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Target Market 
Endosport’s total available market consists of over 135 million Americans who currently use sports 
apparel for athletic competition, general fitness and exercise, and as a means of expressing an 
athletic accessory lifestyle. Our target markets are thus comprised of segmentations of competitive 
athletes and active lifestyle consumers.  
 
This includes our initial beachhead market – the 7.8 million high school competitive athletes in the 
United States. These young men and women are between the ages of 13 and 18 and competitively 
play at least one sport. 
 
This age group has spending power of about $250 billion and about 21% of that money is spent on 
clothing; roughly 28% of their clothing purchases are active wear, a fashion trend that continues to 
grow amongst the teenage demographic. An estimated 25% of these purchases are synthetic fiber –
based active wear apparel. That puts our total industry revenue at roughly $3.67billion, of which we 
intend to capture roughly 1% by end of year 5. 
 
Demographic Breakdown of Market: 
 
Gender 
● Both Male and Female 

Age 
● Ages 13 through 19 years old 
● Spends 250 billion dollars (21% of which is on clothing) 

Education: 
● High School Students 

 

Major Markets 
Endosport plans on emphasizing major cities in warm climates in its initial launch. As part of our 
multi-channel distribution, we plan to hire three regional salespeople to sell our product to brick-and-
mortar specialty sports stores. The following represent the key cities in each of our three identified 
regions: 
 
West Region: 

• Los Angeles  
o 197 high schools 
o Approximately 120 stores 

• Las Vegas  
o 67 high schools 
o Approximately 80 stores 

• Phoenix  
o 68 high schools 
o Approximately 60 stores 

• Albuquerque 
o 31 high schools 
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o Approximately 50 stores 

Central Region: 

• Dallas 
o 73 high schools 
o Approximately 120 Stores 

• Houston  
o 44 high schools 
o Approximately 90 stores 

East Region 

• Miami  
o 78 high schools 
o Approximately 80 Stores 

• Charlotte 
o 34 high schools 
o Approximately 70 stores 

 

Customer Validation 
We interviewed over 15 athletes from the high school, collegiate, and professional ranks. We met 
with strength and conditioning professionals, including Chris Rounds of University of Arizona Men’s 
Basketball and A.J. Russell of the San Diego Padres. We also interviewed with several physicians and 
kinesiology researchers, including Dr. Tyler in England. We conducted prototype trials and secured 
commitment from University of Arizona Baseball to test our products in practice settings in the 
future. Lastly, we canvassed athletic events, primarily the Tucson Half Marathon, to find research 
customer purchase patterns in the athletic apparel industry, as well as key points for developing our 
go-to-market strategy. 
 

 
The Endosport team, hard at work! 
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Business Model 
The Endosport business model is rather simple. We work with fashion designers and chemical 
engineers to create our clothing and cold pack designs. We then outsource our product 
manufacturing internationally. Upon receipt of the products, we store our apparel in our inventory in 
Tucson, Arizona. When we receive customer or store shipment orders, we assemble our product and 
package them in high-quality, designer packaging at our Tucson facility. Shipping is fulfilled through 
Amazon’s Web Store’s services. 
 
This leaves Endosport to conduct our main internal processes: web store and enterprise system 
management, marketing, and product assembly. 

 
Operations Strategy 
Manufacturing 
We have identified several manufactures capable of producing the high-quality active wear base 
layer garments that customers will expect from Endosport. We plan on manufacturing domestically 
through our initial growth phase to ensure better quality control. Therefore, the targeted 
manufacturers are all located in the United States. Prospective firms include: 
 

• A & K Designs 
o A & K Designs is located in Portland, Oregon. A & K Designs generally deals with 

orders less than 3,000 pieces. Endosport’s manufacturing needs may surpass A & 
K’s capacity after year one. 

• Oregon Sportswear Textile 
o Oregon Sportswear Textile is located in Beaverton, Oregon. Oregon Sportswear 

Textile naturally specializes in sportswear and can produce flat-seam compression 
garments. They are able to handle medium to large quantity orders. 

• Portland Garment Factory 
o Portland Garment Factory is located in Portland with similar production capacity to A 

& K Designs. However, Portland Garment Factory has more general appeal 
experience than A & K Designs. 

• Active, Inc. 
o Active, Inc. is an appeal producer that specializes in active wear located in San 

Diego, CA. In addition to their extensive experience with athletic clothing, Active is 
the geographically closest manufacture to Endosport’s Tucson headquarters. This 
will simplify inventory lead-time and quality control for Endosport.   

• Coville, Inc. 
o Coville, Inc. is located in Wadesboro, NC. Coville are general base layer garment 

experts, making them an attractive option for Endosport’s initial product 
development. However, because of their limited production capacity and lack of 
sportswear-specific orientation, we will need to work with Coville to ensure they can 
produce the exact garments we need. 

• Texollini  
o Texollini is located in Los Angeles, CA. Like Active, Inc., their proximity to Tucson 

makes them an attractive partner. Texollini handles larger orders and has expertise 
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in active wear and other athletic-related clothing. Texollini is likely a better option for 
Endosport in the rapid growth phase and beyond. 
 

Endosport is in contact with all six manufacturing firms and is in the process of producing general 
quotes to the best course of action. 
 
 

Garment and Cold Pack Design 
Endosport has identified several different fashion designers that we feel could help create the 
specific garment designs for all three components of the Endosport Performance Enhancement 
System. We plan to bring a fashion designer on as a part-time employee. This individual will initially 
be responsible for producing the original for the shirt, short, and arm sleeve for sizes XS through 3XL. 
This information includes yardage, seam count, and other information necessary for manufacturing. 
As the company grows, the designer will be in charge of overseeing all fashion design operations. 
Potential designers we have identified include: 
 

• Thomas Girolamo 
o Thomas Girolamo is a fashion designer that specializes in fabrics and sports clothing 

designs. He is based out of Freeport, NY. 
• Becky Bruce 

o Becky Bruce is a fashion designer that specializes in comfort and free movement 
sporting wear. She is located in Sausalito, CA. 

• Silvia Goldman 
o Silvia Goldman is an expert in developing fashion designs, creating prototypes and 

graphic designs. 
• Horace Page 

o Fashion designer in sportswear and breathable fabrics, located in Oakland, CA. 
 
Endosport is in the process of communicating with these and other potential designers to determine 
the best route to creating CAD designs and prototypes.  
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Industry Analysis 
The performance apparel industry is a huge market with growing and varied niches. Utilizing “thermo-
regulation” through clothing to thoroughly enhance performance is an unmet demand within the 
market. A target beachhead market of high school competitive athletes is both susceptible to 
influence and sizeable, with an estimated $3.65 billion in annual revenue. Existing competitors 
either more interested in pursuing fashionable products or provide solutions that do not actually 
meet demands. 
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Company SWOT: 
 

Strengths 
● Deep connections within professional and 

amateur sports industry 
● Combined twelve years of experience in 

sports industry 
● Well-connected to financial backing 
● Great team chemistry and past success 
● Flat management structure 
● Great balance of creative and analytical 

intellect 
● Passionate about athletics and the pain we 

are solving 
● Customer-oriented 
● Strong fundamental marketing abilities 

Weaknesses 
● Lack of clinical trials or much scientific 

backing  
● Lack of chemical engineering 
● Lack of fashion design knowledge 
● Inability to manufacture independently 
● No known connections to manufacturers 
● First-time entrepreneurs 

 

Opportunit ies 
● Performance apparel is a growing industry 
● Our products (undergarments) are not as 

reliant on fashion trends 
● United States is becoming health conscious 
● Advances in health products make tracking 

body temperature easy 

Threats  
● Fashion industry is very dynamic and fluid 
● Highly competitive industry with larger 

companies that could take advantage of 
economies of scale 

● Low barriers to entry for our product 
● Potential athletic rules preventing use in 

competition 
● Developments in clothing technology could 

render product outdated and useless 

 
Mitigation Plan: 

• Lack of chemical engineering 
o We will look to hire a qualified chemical engineer in order to assist us in creating the 

formula for our cooling packs. We will find the right type of chemical engineer by 
posting job ads. 

• Lack of fashion design knowledge 
o  Because we lack knowledge in the fashion industry, we will make an outside hire of 

a fashion designer in order to assist us in creating our clothing designs. We will find 
this person by interviewing well-established fashion designers who are available for 
hire through online designer job sites. 

• Inability to manufacture independently 
o In order to plan for this weakness, we will outsource manufacturing to companies 

overseas. 
• First-time entrepreneurs 

o We plan to meet regularly with mentors we have existing relationships with who have 
decades of experience with different entrepreneurship projects and startups. 

• No known connections to manufacturers 
o We plan on overcoming this weakness by talking with people we know who have 

connections to manufactures who we can then establish a relationship with in order 
to be successful. 

• Lack of clinical trials or much scientific backing 
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o We will do clinical studies and tests on volunteer high school athletes in order to see 
if this product actually will enhance performance. 

 
Opportunity:  
Research has shown that the human body can push past its normal limits and improve athletic 
performance and training results by cooling removing heat from the body during exercise. The results 
of these studies show that removing heat affects performance in similar ways to using performance-
enhancing drugs without the side effects, guilt, and legal considerations. When emergency medical 
technicians treat a victim of heatstroke, they do so by first intravenously cooling the body at its pulse 
points – the femoral, radial, and brachial arteries. We are utilizing this logic by placing our cold packs 
in these areas, as well as on points on the torso that naturally expel the most heat. 
  
Unlike our competition, we offer products that have temperature-controlling devices that will benefit 
the consumer by keeping them cool, as well as activating the mental state during exercise necessary 
to achieve these benefits. Athletes are always looking for a solution that will help take their 
performance to the next level. Our products, unlike other current market offerings, actually enhance 
performance. Many athletes tend to be early adopters of new products, and successful products 
tend to quickly catch on in the market. Additionally, the age group of our target beachhead market is 
susceptible to influence through the use of creative marketing and endorsement partnerships. 
 
 
 
Scalabi l i ty  Plan: 
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Competitor Analysis:  
 
Direct Competitor Analysis 

Name How they 
compete Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats Trends 

Qore 
Performance 

Offer armbands 
and shorts that 

use arterial 
cooling 

Lightweight, 
effective 
product. 

Have patent 
(pending) on 

their gel 
packs. 

Small size, very 
poor marketing, 
only one sales 

channel, 
marketing myopia 

Product 
creation, new 

sales 
channels, 
improved 
marketing 

Small 
company 

could be easily 
taken over by 
athletic giants 

Growing 
acceptance of 

athletic 
apparel wear, 

now 
fashionable to 

wear only 
compression 
undershirts 

while 
exercising 

110% Play 
Harder 

Offer "Ice Bath" 
clothing for 

after workout 
recovery 

Many 
products, 

established 
brand 

domestically 
and 

internationa
lly (UK) 

Small size, 
extreme focus on 
runners/triathlete

s, does not 
address the 

customer pain of 
body temperature 

during exercise 

Product 
creation, 
increase 

brand 
awareness 

Small 
company 

could be easily 
taken over by 
athletic giants 

Growing 
acceptance of 

athletic 
apparel wear 
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Indirect Competitor Analysis  

Name How they 
compete Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

Nike Offer stylish 
athletic clothing 

Style, Size, 
Recognized 

Brand 

Must conform to 
what is "stylish", 

not the highest of 
quality 

Increased 
international 
sales, Military 
contracts and 

sales 

Companies 
offering "higher 

quality" products 
are taking 

market share 

Under Armour 
Offer high quality 

performance 
apparel 

Innovation, Tech, 
Size, Strong 

Brand, Innovative 
Marketing and 

Branding, 
working with the 

military 

Stuck in the 
performance 

apparel industry, 
products require 

constant 
innovation, male 
dominated focus, 

International 
sales 

Fighting against 
other Athletic 
Apparel giants 

LuluLemon 
Athletica 

Offer high quality 
Yoga and athletic 

apparel 
Comfort, Quality Price 

Breaking into 
other markets 
outside Yoga 

Fighting against 
other Athletic 
Apparel giants 

Russell Athletic 
Offer lower 

quality, lower 
prices 

Price, Ownership 
(Berkshire 

Hathaway), low 
prices 

Low quality, weak 
brand 

Establishing 
stronger brand 

loyalty, attacking 
niche markets 

versus 
competing 

directly with the 
"big dogs" 

Little customer 
loyalty, can 

become 
irrelevant at any 

time 

Adidas 

Target 
international 
sports, lower 

prices 

Strong 
international 
brand, strong 
soccer brand 

Lower quality, not 
as fashionable, 

Continue to 
innovate, 

develop new 
marketing with 

"American" 
sports 

Brand loyalty 
lost to 

Nike/Under 
Armour 

Reebok 

Lower prices, 
target active 
lifestyle and 

fitness 
consumers 
(CrossFit, 
running 

enthusiasts, etc.) 

Strong brand with 
fitness and active 

lifestyles 

Not strong with 
sports markets 

Branching into 
sports, CrossFit 
brand growth 

Other popular 
brands getting 

into active 
lifestyles 

The North Face 
High quality 

appeal for cold 
temperatures 

High quality, 
brand identity, 
brand loyalty 

Not ideal for warm 
weather climates 

Branching into 
warm weather 
active lifestyles 

users 

Under Armour 
with cold gear 

Columbia High quality 
outdoor gear Comfort, quality, 

Niche market that 
appeals to cold 

weather 

Increase brand 
visibility for 

sportswear line 

Similar products 
at lower prices 
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4/6/15 5/16/15 6/1/15 7/1/15 12/1/15 12/1/17 12/1/18 12/1/20 

Design 
Additional 
Products 

Launch 
Company 

Begin search 
for potential 

buyout 
 

Timeline 
 

 

 

 

  

 
	  

	  

Legal Assessment 
Organizational Structure  
Endosport is an LLC that is structured with a member management structure, allowing all owners to 
participate equally in management of the business. At launch, our Vice President of Marketing will 
oversee all marketing and sales efforts, while the President will oversee all other aspects of the firm. 
As we expand, we plan to hire at-will department Vice Presidents and baseline employees.  
 
Intel lectual Property and Confidential i ty  
Endosport garments and cold pack inserts are proprietary material. Because we plan on protecting 
this material, all employees will have to sign employment contracts containing confidentiality and 
intellectual property clauses. This will ensure that any IP developed by employees while employed 
will be property of Endosport. Because we intend to file for patent for our cold packs and garments, 
which will be designed by a part-time chemical engineer and part-time fashion designer, respectively, 
the IP clause is of particular importance to Endosport. 
 
There do exist utility patents that cover the methods of using cooling/heating devices with clothing, 
though it is unclear and unlikely Endosport falls under the umbrella of such patents. Even so, the 
patents for which Endosport plans to apply to protect its articles of clothing would be design patents 
for each specific garment. If patenting these designs proves excessive, Endosport is prepared to 
protect this information entirely as trade secrets. 
 

Begin 
outsourcing 
and selling 
products 

Hire Fashion 
Designers/Chemical 

engineers and 
Finalize designs 

Expand 
personal brick 

and mortar 
sales to East 

Coast 

Expand personal 
brick and mortar 

sales to 
Northern U.S. 

 

Finalize Business 
Plan and finish 

McGuire Program 
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Because our activewear is made using a blend of nylon and spandex, we do not need special fabric 
licenses (as would be the case with Lycra).  
 
Contract-based Issues  
Our plans to outsource manufacturing (initially domestically) requires Endosport to form agreements 
with manufacturers that cover contractual issues like length of contract, confidentiality, specific 
quality requirements, and payment terms. Again, of chief importance with both manufacturers and 
employees is the protection of trade secrets and other IP by requiring the signing of confidentiality 
clauses and non-disclosure agreements. 

Financial Overview 
 
F inancing  
Endosport is an LLC financed entirely at time of launch by principal investment ($100,000 at 80% 
equity) and seed equity investment ($150,000 at 20% equity). This is based on a pre-money 
valuation of $800,000. This initial investment will allow us to purchase hard assets for our facility, as 
well as fund our incurred R&D costs and initial inventory purchases. This financing will carry us until 
we begin second-round financing at the start of Year 2. At this point, we intend to raise an additional 
$150,000 in equity financing for 10% equity. Our EBITDA reaches green territory in month 19 
(December, 2016), and we are cash flow positive (from operations) in month 21 (February, 2017).  
 
Harvesting: 
At end of Y5, we plan to sell the company in an equity-for-cash transaction to one of our “big brand” 
competitors, such as Nike, Under Armour, Adidas, or Champion, or to a performance-related firm 
looking to break into the clothing industry. Recent acquisitions by these companies – including 
Under Armour’s 2013 purchase of $150 million acquisition of MapMyFitness and Adidas’ 2011 
acquisition of Five Ten for $25 million – suggest we should be able to receive an offer in the 
neighborhood of $50 million, assuming the accuracy of our sales projections. If an acceptable buyer 
cannot be found during Y5, Endosport will  
 
Key Assumptions: 
Our financial projections are based on two key factors. First, we expect to see growth similar to 
benchmark companies like performance apparel group Under Armour, Australian compression 
clothing creators 2XU, and injury prevention company KT Tape through our first five years. In 
addition, our salves are based on secondary research and other companies in the sports industry 
with the following expected return for each marketing channel. 
 

• Endorsements – 500% ROI 
• Sponsorships – 300% ROI 
• Internet Advertising and Social Media – 125% ROI 

 
In Y1, most of our sales will be a direct result of sales meetings with high school athletes at 
practices, which will generate the majority of the $50,000 in sales. In Y2 through Y5, our sales will 
be mostly attributed our endorsements, sponsorships, and internet and social media marketing. We 
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expect to see about 2.25 dollars in revenue for each dollar spent on social media and internet 
advertising, which is based upon metrics from Salesforce. For every $100 dollars, we expect to 
receive 500 clicks to the website at 20 cents per click. We expect that our sales conversion rate to 
be about .7% and the average sale to be $80, leading to about $225 for every $100 spent. Our 
marketing channels of endorsements and sponsorships will have more impact on sales over the long 
term than social media marketing. As mentioned earlier, we intend to target up and coming and 
breakout stars early in their career, before they sign multimillion dollar deals with companies like 
Under Armour, Adidas, or Nike. By targeting these athletes we can maximize our impact while 
keeping our costs low and see a significant return on our investment. Similarly, we plan to sponsor 
events that allow us to target high school athletes that are influencers in their community as 
athletes, allowing us to increase our effectiveness at these events. 
 
We plan to partner with Amazon Webstore, which will sync our direct online sales and Amazon.com 
sales and allow us to use Amazon low-cost fulfillment and web services for a low monthly fee and a 
2% commission on all direct online transactions. We plan on manufacturing domestically through our 
initial growth phase to ensure better quality control, with the opportunity to improve our profit 
margins beyond our rapid growth stage by outsourcing manufacturing. Lastly, we have built in 
assumptions for endorsing athletes and sponsoring athletic events that are based off interviews we 
have conducted; however, those prices are liable to change at any given time.  
  
Sales: 
We project total revenue of $20,183,546 over the five-year period. 70% of total sales will come 
through direct online sales (including Amazon.com), with 20% coming from brick and mortar retailers 
and the remaining 10% from third-party online sales. One slight concern: our sales grow at a 
decreasing rate. Though the hockey stick model suggests we should see exponentially increasing 
growth, we see revenues growing at a declining rate. This is not necessarily an issue when our 
revenues are growing by 153% in Y5, but does indicate that to continue growing at significantly high 
rates, the company must begin to pivot to capture new target markets at some point after Y5. 
 
Costs: 
Our total expenses over the five-year projection are $8.34 million. With 78,000 projected customers, 
our cost per customer is just north of $106. Our chief operating expenses come from our digital 
marketing and “grassroots” marketing efforts, the latter category being comprised of athlete 
endorsements and event sponsorship. In addition to annual staff salaries, our brick-and-mortar 
salesmen receive a 15% commission on all goods sold through their distribution channel, which is 
reflected in our projections under COGS.  
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Consolidated Income Statement: 

 

Five-Year Projected Balance 
Sheet: 
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Five-Year Projected Cash Flows 
Sheet:  
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Summary 
  
WHO? 
The founders of Endsport, LLC all have considerable experience and connections in the athletics 
industry and are passionate about improving performance enhancement. Jeremy Courtney is the 
assistant strength coach for University of Arizona Men’s Basketball. Layne Gross is the Director of 
Baseball Operations for University of Arizona Baseball. John Jackson has worked for the American 
Junior Golf Association. They bring with them an advisory board that includes professional athletes, 
kinesiology experts, physicians, and seasoned business executives. 
 
WHAT? 
The Endosport Performance Enhancement System is comprised of three base layer garments: 
athletic shorts, undershirt, and compression sleeve. These high-quality, moisture-wicking garments 
combine with the strategically placed cold pack inserts to help athletes maintain peak mental and 
physical form. The 58 degrees Fahrenheit melting point of our cold packs allows for an optimal 
amount of heat transfer through the skin. The durable polymer surrounding the packs can withstand 
virtually any impact sustained on the playing field, track, or court. The Endosport Performance 
Enhancement System is comprised of three base layer garments: athletic shorts, undershirt, and 
compression sleeve. 
 
WHERE? 
Our beachhead target market consists of the 7.8 million competitive high school athletes in the 
United States, particularly outdoor athletes in Southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and 
Florida. They are highly influenced directly by professional athletes and their peers, tend to be early 
adopters, and are have $2.35billion in projected spending power over the next five years. 
 
WHEN? 
Endosport plans on launching June 2015 and selling our shorts, shirt, arm sleeve, and cooling packs 
within 60 days of launch. Endosport expects to be profitable by the end of Y2. After Y5, Endosport 
will begin its harvesting strategy by seeking out potential buyers of the company. 
 
WHY? 
On and off the playing field, people look to their clothing to provide the comfort and confidence they 
need to stand out from the crowd, to excel, to be the best. Endosport apparel combines fashion and 
endothermic technology in the form of our removable cold packs, allowing competitors and fitness 
enthusiasts to look better, feel better, and compete better than the competition. 
 
HOW? 
After raising $150,000 in private investment, Endosport will have enough capital to begin production 
and purchase initial inventory on their proprietary designs, as well as initiating our go-to-market 
strategies. With your help and investment, we can launch by June 2015 and begin to #KickSomeIce! 
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